We study the dynamics of a single collective excitation in a cold ensemble of atoms coupled to a one-dimensional waveguide. The coupling between the atoms and the photonic modes provides a coherent and a dissipative dynamics for this collective excitation. While the dissipative part accounts for the collectively enhanced and directed emission of photons, we find a remarkable universal dynamics for increasing atom numbers exhibiting several revivals under the coherent part. While this phenomenon provides a limit on the intrinsic dephasing for such a collective excitation, a setup is presented, where the universal dynamics can be explored.
The collective interaction between an ensemble of emitters and photons is at the heart of many fascinating phenomena in quantum optics [1, 2] . For a single coherent excitation of such an ensemble, the direction and the rate of spontaneous emission are strongly modified and can either be enhanced or suppressed, which has recently been experimentally observed [3, 4] . For these effects to be observable, it is crucial that the coherence between the atoms within the ensemble is maintained. While the influence of the thermal motion of atoms has been investigated [5] , an ensemble of atoms with a single excitation also exhibits an interaction induced by the virtual exchange of photons [6] , which might provide an intrinsic dephasing inherent to any ensemble of emitters. In this Letter, we study within a microscopic analysis whether there is a fundamental limit on this intrinsic dephasing.
Signatures of the coherent interaction by a virtual exchange of photons in an ensemble of atoms with several excitations have been discussed in terms of a collective Lamb shift [6, 7] , and they have been observed in various physical systems ranging from an ensemble of nuclei [8] over solid-state systems [9, 10] to ions [11] and atoms [12, 13] . On the theoretical side, recent research has focused on the understanding of the transmission of photons and the appearance of correlations in onedimensional waveguides [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , as well as the appearance of superradiance and collective Lamb shift in the single-excitation manifold [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In order to guarantee a single excitation in an ensemble of scatterers, the notion of a superatom has emerged as a powerful concept, where a strong interaction between the excited states restricts suppressed multiple excitations in the ensemble and is conveniently realized with Rydberg atoms [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Here, we study the influence of the virtual exchange of photons on the properties of such a single collective excitation, focusing on a setup described by an ensemble of atoms coupled to a one-dimensional waveguide, see Fig. 1 . Based on a microscopic analysis, the time evolution of the collective excited state is governed by two After integrating out the photonic degrees of freedom, the system exhibits spontaneous emission and an infinite-ranged exchange interaction between the atoms. (c) In the presence of a blockade mechanism, the superatom state |W is collectively coupled to the ground state with the coupling strength √ N γ giving rise to an enhanced spontaneous emission N γ into the forward direction, while the coherent exchange interaction leads to a coupling between this bright state and the manifold of dark states.
competing terms: first, the spontaneous and strongly directed emission into the waveguide, and second an intrinsic coherent exchange interaction. Remarkably, we find that the coherent part gives rise to a universal dynamics of the collective excitation for increasing particle numbers, and it exhibits several revivals and eventually saturates at a universal value. While this phenomenon provides an intrinsic limit on the dephasing in a superatom, we also present a setup, where the universal dynamics can be explored.
Each atom is well-described by a two-level system with the ground state |g and the excited state |e (see Fig. 1 ). The optical transition frequency between the two states is given by ω 0 = 2πc/λ, with the wave length λ and the corresponding wave vector k = 2π/λ. In the folarXiv:1803.08837v2 [quant-ph] 16 Jul 2018 lowing, we describe the two states of an atom at position x by the field operators ψ g (x) and ψ e (x) for the ground and excited state, respectively. Then, the initial state with all N atoms in the ground state takes the form
The atomic positions x i are randomly distributed with a distribution function giving rise to the averaged atomic ground state density n(x) = G|ψ † g (x)ψ g (x)|G dis ; here, · · · dis denotes the ensemble average over many experimental realizations. Furthermore, we introduce the operators S + (x) = ψ † e (x)ψ g (x) creating an excitation from the ground state to the excited state and S − (x) = ψ † g (x)ψ e (x) for a transition from the excited state to the ground state. These operators satisfy the relation
withn ν (x) = ψ † ν (x)ψ ν (x) for ν ∈ {g, e}. Then, the microscopic Hamiltonian describing the coupling of the atoms to a one-dimensional waveguide within the rotating-wave approximation takes the form
where √ γ characterizes the effective mode coupling giving rise to the rate γ for spontaneous emission of a left-or right-moving photon in the waveguide [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Furthermore, the electric field operator within the waveguide reduces to
The bosonic operators a † q account for the creation of a waveguide mode with momentum q, while ω q = c|q| denotes the dispersion relation for the relevant photon modes.
Starting from the microscopic Hamiltonian (2) and integrating out the electric field, the effective dynamics for the atoms alone is governed by a master equation [6, 14, 34] and takes the form
The first term describes a coherent interaction between the atoms by the exchange of virtual photons,
The term D F (D B ) describes the spontaneous emission of a photon in the forward (backward) propagating mode, respectively. In the following, the main analysis focuses on the superatom state
which couples to the incoming light field with the collectively enhanced coupling strength √ N γ. In addition, there are N − 1 "dark" states |D n = dx D n (x)S + (x) |G , with the wave functions D n (x) defined by the orthogonality conditions W |D n = 0 and D m |D n = δ nm . First, we study the coherent dynamics of the state |W under the Hamiltonian H s alone. This Hamilton gives rise to a coupling between |W and the dark states |D n . Therefore, the quantity of interest is the probability P (t) to stay in the superatom state |W under the coherent time evolution after averaging over many experimental realizations, i.e., P (t) = | W | e −iHs t |W | . This probability can be evaluated numerically using exact diagonalization and averaging over different disorder realizations, and it is shown in Fig. 2 . Remarkably, the dynamics features robust revivals on the characteristic time scale τ = π/N γ, which only damp out on the slower time scale τ dp = √ N τ . Therefore, for increasing particle numbers, the amount of observable coherent oscillations increases. Finally, P (t) saturates at a finite value ∼ 1/6 for long times t τ dp . Note that in Fig. 2 we chose a Gaussian density distribution n(x) = N exp(−x 2 /σ 2 )/ √ πσ 2 ; however, the above observations are independent of the atomic density profile as long as the the atomic cloud is smooth on distances comparable to the optical wave length λ.
In the following, we provide an analytical analysis of this universal dynamics for the superatom state |W . It turns out to be convenient to split the Hamiltonian H s = H F + H B into two parts, where H F (H B ) describes the virtual exchange of forward (backward) propagating photons, respectively. The part describing interaction between the atoms due to forward propagating photons is given by
and analogously for H B . These Hamiltonians are exactly solvable [34] and the spectrum takes the form
with α an odd integer and −N ≤ α < N . Furthermore, the eigenstates are
with the operator
counting the number of ground state atoms on the left of position x; similar for |α, B .
For a large atom number N 1, only states with |α| N have significant overlap with the superatom state with |W = − α 2/(πα) |α, F and the energies reduce to E α = N γ/πα. As a result, the probability to remain in the bright state given only the forward propagating part of the Hamiltonian is given by [χ(t/τ )] 2 with τ = π/N γ and
It is this universal function, that P (t) approaches for an increasing number of atoms (see Fig. 2 ). In order to understand this observation, there are two important points to notice: First, only those states |α, F with small values of |α| have a significant overlap with |W . In addition, these states dominate the fast dynamical behavior with the characteristic energy scale E 1 = γN/π. It is therefore sufficient to restrict the analysis to low values of |α|. Second, the states |α, F with low values of |α| become exact eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian H s with energy E α in the limit of a large particle number N → ∞ and a smooth atomic density distribution with σ λ. Then, the universal dynamics
is the asymptotic dynamical behavior for large particle numbers. Note that the precise condition of low values of α reduces to |α| < σ/λ as shown below.
In order to prove the statement that the states |α, F/B with low values of α become exact eigenstates in the limit N → ∞ and λ/σ → 0, we analyze the wave function overlap between eigenstates of H F with the eigenstates of H B , i.e., h αβ = β, B| H B |α, F /E 0 = β, B|α, F /β, and the matrix element δ α = α, F | H B |α, F /E 1 . These dimensionless parameters take the form
πα N (F (x)−F (y)) |G . In the limit N → ∞, we can replace the atomic density operator by its averaged expectation value n(x) as the fluctuations in the density vanish with 1/ √ N . Then, the overlaps in h αβ reduce to the Fourier transformation of a smoothly varying function. Therefore, the overlap between states with low numbers of α, β, i.e., 2|k| π|α + β|/σ, vanishes for λ/σ → 0; here, σ denotes the characteristic size of the atomic cloud in general. For example, it vanishes exponentially for a Gaussian density distribution, while for a stepwise atomic distribution it vanishes as (λ/σ) 2 . On the other hand, overlaps with |β| σ/λ are suppressed by the factor 1/β in Eq. (10) . Similarly, the expression for δ α reduces to
3 ), with dimensionless parameters c 0 and c 1 of order unity, which only depend on the atomic density distribution n(x). The first term is an irrelevant shift in energy, while the second correction again vanishes as (λ/σ)
2 .
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the eigenstates |α, F with energy E α become exact eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian H s for |α| < σ/λ in the limit N → ∞ and λ/σ → 0.
Next, we analyze the leading correction due to a finite number of particles N in the regime λ σ. The main influence are deviations from the mean density distribution n(x) due to the random distribution of the particles within each experimental realization. These fluctuations lead to fluctuations of h αβ and δ α . We illustrate this behavior for the overlap w α = α, B|α, F . The important quantity is the variance of these fluctuations, i.e., ∆w α = |w α | 2 dis − |w α | 2 dis , and its leading contribution takes the form ∆w α = 1/ √ N . This result is derived using the general relation
valid for a thermal gas on distances studied in the present setup. Furthermore, the full distribution function for |w α | 2 can be derived (See Supplemental Material [34] ), which leads to an exponential distribution with a mean value 1/N .
The last step to understand the behavior of P (t) is to derive the leading correction to the energies E α using perturbation theory in the small parameter w α ,
and w α = |w α |e iφα . Therefore, the relevant energies of the Hamiltonian H s fluctuate within each experimental realization with a variance ∆E α = E α / √ N giving rise to a characteristic dephasing rate τ dp = π/ √ N γ. This observation allows us to derive the leading dynamical behavior P (t) for the superatom states |W by performing the average over many different experimental realizations using the knowledge on the distribution function of |w α | 2 , 4 1 − 2f t 2τ dp (2n + 1) (13) is a modification of the universal function Eq. (9) which now includes damping on a time scale τ dp . For long times t τ dp , the dynamics saturates at
In Fig. (3) , we compare the numerically calculated P (t) for N = 1000 averaged over 10 5 realizations with a Gaussian density distribution with kσ = 100 and P (t) given in Eq. (13), and find an excellent agreement. Finally, we analyze the dissipative dynamics. The collective enhancement of the coupling between the forward propagating waveguide mode and the |W state also implies an enhanced spontaneous emission rate Γ F = N γ into the forward direction. In turn, the spontaneous emission into the backward propagating mode, Γ B , depends on the details of the atomic distribution within each experimental realization. In the case of a smooth atomic distribution whose characteristic length scale σ is much larger than the optical wave length λ, the decay rate averaged over many realizations reduces to Γ B ≈ γ, and it accounts for the spontaneous emission of a single atom.
It is important to point out that the characteristic time scale for the revivals in the coherent dynamics and the dissipative part are of the same order. On one hand, we conclude that the coherent part always provides an intrinsic contribution to the dephasing of a superatom state. On the other hand, it is important to disentangle the dissipative dynamics and the coherent part for the experimental observation of the revivals. This goal can be achieved by quenching the spontaneous emission by tailoring the waveguide.
This approach is described in the following for an experimentally realistic setup. Such a setup exhibits in addition to the coupling to the waveguide naturally also a spontaneous emission into free space with rate γ 0 . As a first requirement, this decay must be comparable or smaller than the decay into the waveguide, i.e., γ γ 0 , which can be achieved in current experimental setups [17, 35] . Then, the coherent dynamics as well as the dephasing are collectively enhanced and appear on a time scale much faster than residual losses, N γ √ N γ γ 0 . Second, the initial preparation of the setup into the superatom state |W is achieved using a π pulse with a time scale fast compared to the characteristic dynamics τ . As the Rabi frequency is also collectively enhanced, this condition reduces to Ω γ √ N , with the singleatom Rabi frequency Ω. To bring out the effect of the coherent dynamics, we propose an experimental setup, where the atoms are coupled to a one-dimensional photonic crystal or Bragg grating such that the emission process is strongly suppressed due to the opening of a band gap while the virtual photons mediating the exchange interaction can still propagate outside the photonic band gap. In order to satisfy this condition, the size of the photonic band gap ∆ is required to be in the range Γ F ∆ 2πc/σ, where σ is the characteristic size of the system. The lower bound results from the fact that the emitted photon has a Lorentzian spectrum. The upper bound derives from the condition that the virtual photons should be able to propagate with a linear dispersion, such that the initial form of the exchange Hamiltonian is unaffected. For typical quantum optics experiments, the system size is in the micrometer regime which relates to a mode spacing of the virtual photons of a few THz. In addition, the decay into the waveguide is typically in the range of MHz, providing the enhanced decay rate Γ F = N γ in the lower GHz regime for N ∼ 10 4 atoms. This requires the width of the gap to be of the size of a few ten to hundred GHz. Such gratings have been produced, for example, in germanosilicate optical fibers [36] and they have been specifically designed for quantum optics experiments [37] .
In conclusion, we demonstrated that the nonequilibrium dynamics of a quantum many-body system, consisting of atoms coupled to a one-dimensional waveguide, can exhibit a highly nontrivial universal dynamics characterized by revivals and eventually a saturation on 1/6. This observation is independent on the averaged atomic distribution n(x), and it becomes more pronounced for increasing particle numbers. In the present analysis, we chose a fixed number of atoms within each experimental realization. However, it is straightforward to derive that for a Poisson distributed number of atoms, the only modification in the dynamics is the enhancement of the dephasing rate by a factor √ 2, while the revivals and the saturation remain unaffected. We expect that similar phenomena can also appear in free space for two-level systems strongly coupled to a single highly focused light mode.
Supplemental 
DERIVATION OF MASTER EQUATION
Here, we give a derivation of the full master equation (5) in the main text. The derivation closely follows the methods and approximations used in [S1, S2] with minor modifications for our setup and is repeated here for the sake of completeness. We start with the Hamiltonian of the full system in the dipole and rotating-wave approximation given by
The bosonic operators a † q account for the creation of a wave guide mode with momentum q and ω q is the dispersion relation, which we will assume to be linear, ω q = c|q|. The second term simply gives the total energy of the atomic system. Finally, the last term describes the interaction, with an effective mode coupling γ, between the atoms and the photonic modes where S + (x) = ψ † e (x)ψ g (x) and the electric field operator is given by
In a first step, we go over to the interaction picture with the interaction Hamiltonian
The equation of motion for the annihilation operator of some mode q is given bẏ
and has the solution
Accordingly, the equation of motion of some operator O which acts only on the atomic degrees of freedom readṡ
Plugging in eq. (S5), we arrive aṫ
Before we further manipulate these terms, we use the assumption that the dispersion relation is linear and replace c dq = λ=± ω0+θ ω0−θ dω, where λ denotes the direction of propagation of the mode with frequency ω and the integration is restricted to a narrow frequency band with cutoff θ ω 0 around the resonance frequency ω 0 . This restriction is required by the use of the rotating-wave approximation. The Markov approximation then consists of taking the limit θ → ∞ assuming that the correlation times of the photonic operators are much smaller than the typical time scale on which atomic operators change. In our setup, this approximation is valid for γ θ ω 0 . It is then possible to simplify the last two lines of eq. (S7) using
for ct > |x − y| and with the Heaviside function θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and θ(x) = 0 for x ≤ 0. Further, we neglect any retardation effects, thereby replacing S + (y, t − λ(x − y)/c) ≈ S + (y, t) which is valid for |x − y| max c/γ. We can then rewrite eq. (S7) aṡ
In the next step, we aim at deriving a master equation for the time evolution of the density matrix ρ of the atomic system alone. In order to do so, we note that the expectation value of the operator O is given by O(t) = Tr(R(0)O(t)) where R(0) is the initial density matrix of the whole system and the trace includes both the atomic and photonic degrees of freedom. Initially, we assume the system to be in the state R(0) = |0 0| ⊗ ρ(0), where |0 denotes the photonic vacuum and ρ(0) is the initial density matrix of the atomic subsystem. Further, we can also write O(t) = Tr(R(t)O) = Tr S (ρ(t)O) where the trace in the second expression only runs over the atomic degrees of freedom. Then, it is possible to derive a master equation describing the time evolution of the atomic density matrix ρ which readsρ
This can now be rewritten aṡ
Defining the wave vector k = ω 0 /c and the Hamiltonian H s = γ dx dy sin(k|x − y|)S + (x)S − (y), we arrive at eq. (5) in the main text.
SPECTRUM AND EIGENSTATES
In this section, we show that the eigenenergies of H F = γ 2i dx dy sign(x − y)e ik(x−y) S + (x)S − (y) are given by
with an odd integer −N ≤ α < N . The eigenstates are given by
. In order to do so, we apply the state (S13) onto the Hamiltonian H + and recall the definition of the state |G = 1/ √ N ! i ψ † g (x i ) |0 and the operators S + (x) = ψ † e (x)ψ g (x) and S − (x) = ψ † g (x)ψ e (x). We then make an ansatz for the eigenstate of the form
and rewrite the Hamiltonian as
Note that in the following, we always assume the positions of the atoms to be ordered, that is
From the last line, it is clear that if α is an odd integer, the second term in the numerator vanishes and |α, F is indeed an eigenstate of H F . The corresponding eigenvalue is then
From (S17) it is also clear that α is limited to −N ≤ α < N due to the periodicity of the eigenvalues. For the left-moving Hamiltonian
, we make the ansatz
The proof that this state is an eigenstate of H B follows along the same lines as above and the eigenvalue is also given by E α = γ/2 cot(πα/2N ).
UNIVERSAL DYNAMICS
In order to derive the universal dynamics given by (9) in the main text, we consider the Hamiltonian H F with its eigenstates |α, F and -energies E α only. The overlap with |W is given by
The time evolution P (t) in the limit N → ∞ can then be calculated as
As mentioned in the text, we define two dimensionless variables
Since the positions of the atoms are randomly distributed in each experimental realization, the ground state density distributionn g (x) and consequently the variables h αβ and δ α will fluctuate. In the following, we will calculate the leading order behavior of the mean values and the fluctuations of these variables in the limits kσ → ∞ and N → ∞.
To this end, we split the density distribution asn g (x) = n(x) + δn g (x) where n(x) = n g (x) dis is the mean density distribution and thus δn g (x) dis = 0. Further, we will make use of
with the two-body correlation function g (2) (x, y). Since the atoms are uncorrelated on distances comparable to the optical wave length, we have g (2) = 1 − 1/N for a fixed atom number N . Similarly, we get
Mean values
We start with calculating the mean value of h αβ . Therefore, we note that we can write
(S25) where we assume thatn g (−∞) = 0. Usingn g (x) = n(x) + δn g (x), we can rewrite
where we defined N (x) = x −∞ dz n(z) and θ(x) is the Heaviside function. The correlator can now be evaluated using Isserlis' theorem (in quantum field theory also known as Wick's theorem) which states that each m-point correlator of a variable with zero mean can be written as a sum over a product of all possible combinations of two-point correlators for even m. Since the total number of terms in the sum is given by (m − 1)!! = (2n − 1)!! = (2n)!/(2 n n!), we can write
Such that finally we have
Performing the derivative, we finally get
This expression is now simply the Fourier transform of an (in principle very complicated) function. If however n(x) and N (x) are smooth functions and 2kσ π|α + β|, the mean value h αβ is strongly suppressed. As an example, we consider a Gaussian distribution of the particles with n(x) = N/ √ 2πσ 2 e −x 2 /2σ 2 and N (x) = N/2(1 + erf(x/ √ 2σ)), where erf(x) is the error function. Focusing on the limit N → ∞, where we can safely neglect terms of order 1/N , we get
which vanishes exponentially in the limit 2kσ π|α + β|. On the other hand, for |β| σ/λ, this value is suppressed by the factor 1/β.
For the mean value of δ α , we write
Since we are again only interested in the limit where N → ∞, the expression reduces to
where we assumed that n(−x) = n(x) and consequently N (−x) = N − N (x). Given a characteristic length σ of the atomic distribution and the condition that kσ π|α|, we may neglect the second term in phase of the sine and write
In the following, we will estimate the value of this integral and derive the behavior in leading order for kσ 1. Since we are only interested in realistic density distributions, we may estimate the integral by an exponential distribution
2 which we make broad and large enough such that f (x) > n(x) for all x. Note that the width of the exponential distribution is assumed to be some multiple of the width of the original distribution. Then, the integral can be calculated analytically as
where
Thus, the leading order behavior of δ α in the limit N → ∞ and kσ π|α| is bounded by
and consequently vanishes in the limit kσ π|α|.
Fluctuations

Distribution of |w| 2
Here, we prove that in the limit kσ π|α|, X = |w| 2 = |w α | 2 follows an exponential distribution p(X) = λe −λX with meanX = 1/λ. The exponential distribution can be characterized by its momentsX n = n!/λ n . The n-th moment of |w| 2 is given by
where we defined h(x, z) = θ(
In the next step, we express the density operator usingn g (x) = n(x) + δn g (x) in order to apply Isserlis' theorem. Further, we point out that whenever we pair operators with variables x and z, some phase factor e ikx remains and this term is strongly suppressed in the limit kσ πα. Thus, the only contribution with no phase factors comes from the terms where only x variables are paired, that is
(S38) In this expression, only those terms where odd indices are paired with even ones do not have a phase factor. For 2n indices, there are in total n! possibilities for this kind of pairing and we are left with
which shows that indeed |w| 2 follows an exponential distribution with mean |w| 2 = 1/N . Consequently, the variance of the complex variable w α is given by
Fluctuations in δα
In a next step, we calculate the fluctuations in the variable δ α . Since this variable is real, the variance is given by
Similar to previous case where we studied the fluctuations of w, the only non-vanishing contribution after applying Isserlis' theorem in the limit kσ π|α| comes from the term with the pairing
From these four terms, only the term δ(x − y )δ(y − x )n(x)n(y) survives in the limit of interest and we are left with
Thus, the fluctuations of δ α are given by
and hence vanish faster than those of w α .
Spectrum in perturbation theory
As shown above, the states |α, F and |α, B have vanishing overlap in the limit kσ π|α| on average while the fluctuations of this quantity behave as 1/N in the limit N → ∞. Further, we know that the matrix element δ α also vanishes on average while having fluctuations on the order of 1/N 2 . In the derivation of the universal dynamics in Sec. , we have shown that the dominant contribution comes from those states with small values of α where the overlap to the state |W is large. Hence, we restrict our analysis to those values of α and aim at calculating the eigenenergies and -states of the full Hamiltonian in perturbation theory in order to derive some analytic formula for P (t) in the presence of disorder.
For the perturbation theory, we assume that the unperturbed basis is given by {|α, FB } and the perturbation is given by both H F and H B . This can be justified by noting that, for example, the matrix element δ α vanishes on average and has only small fluctuations for small |α| and large N . The same applies for the matrix element α, B| H F |α, B and all off-diagonal elements. Since we are only interested in leading order effects in N , we apply degenerate perturbation theory in the subspace {|α, F , |α, B } for fixed α. Note, however, that these states are not orthogonal in general but only on average with fluctuations on the order of 1/N such that we have to orthogonalize this subspace artificially using
In order to simplify the calculations, we neglect δ α since its fluctuations are much smaller than those of w α . The corresponding Hamiltonian in the subspace spanned by |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 then reads
Its eigenvalues are given by
to leading order in w α . The corresponding eigenstates are to leading order in w α given by
In conclusion, the degenerate eigenenergies E α split to first order in w α with the splitting
where d α is of order unity and depends on each single realization of the experiment. These fluctuating energies then set some time scale for the dephasing
In terms of the time scale τ −1 ∼ N γ given by the universal dynamics, we have τ dp ∼ √ N τ
such that, relative to τ , τ dp even grows with the particle number and makes the universal dynamics persisting for longer times.
ANALYTIC EXPRESSION OF P (t) IN THE LARGE N LIMIT
Using the results calculated above, we are no able to derive analytically an approximate expression for P (t) in the limit of large N and kσ 1. We start by writing
The overlap of the eigenstates |α, ± with |W is given by
where we set w α = |w α |e iφα . Further, we have
and
The overlap of the state |W and the state |α, B is given by
and has the same distribution as w * α in the limits we are interested in. Thus, to leading order in w α , we can write
Let us now focus on the second term in eq. (S55), where the sum runs only over α. We can write
Next, we insert the result obtained in eq. (S60) and neglect all terms of order w 2 α . For the linear terms, we want to point out that they are all accompanied by a factor cos(φ α ) or cos(2φ α ). We verified numerically, that the complex random variable w α follows a Gaussian distribution which is spherically symmetric such that |w α and φ α are independent random variables. The random phase φ α is uniformly distributed in the interval [−π, π] and hence the cosine terms vanish after averaging over different realizations. Thus, we are left with
(S62) In addition, the averaging over |w α | can be carried out by noting that |w α | 2 follows an exponential distribution with mean 1/N such that 
Since E −α = −E α , we can restrict the sum over positive α and then replace α = 2n + 1 where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . Note that now we let the sum run over infinitely many integers even though we only have a finite number of states for finite N . The contributions from large n, however, give only small contributions such that we can safely neglect them. Further, we introduce τ = π/N γ such that finally the disorder-averaged dynamics of the state |W is given by P (t) = 16 π 4 n =m≥0 2 (2n + 1) 2 2 (2m + 1) 2 cos t/τ 2n + 1 cos t/τ 2m + 1   1 − t/τ dp D t/2τ dp 2n+1 2n + 1     1 − t/τ dp D t/2τ dp 2m+1 t/τ dp D t/2τ dp 2n+1 2n + 1   2 −   1 − t/τ dp D t/τ dp 2n+1
In this expression, the first term is reminiscent of the universal dynamics showing oscillatory behavior which then is damped out on a time scale τ dp = √ N τ , while for times t τ dp , the last term reduces to 16 π 4 n 2 (2n + 1) 4   1 − t/τ dp D t/τ dp 2n+1 
which gives the universal saturation value different from zero. In Figure S1 , we compare the dynamics calculated by numerically diagonalizing the Hamiltonian H = H F + H B for N = 1000 particles with a Gaussian density distribution satisfying kσ = 100 averaged over 10 5 realizations (blue curve) with the expression (S65) obtained using perturbation theory (orange line) and find excellent agreement. Figure S1 . Comparison between the numerically and analytically calculated time evolution of |W under Hs. Blue curve: Numerically calculated time evolution for N = 1000 particles averaged over 10 5 realizations with a Gaussian distribution and kσ = 100. Orange curve: Analytically calculated curve using degenerate perturbation theory. (Inset:) Zoomed image of the dynamics for better comparison between numerically and analytically calculated time evolution.
DISSIPATIVE DYNAMICS
The spontaneous emission rate into the backward propagating mode, Γ B , depends on each experimental realization and is given by Γ B = γ N dxdy e 2ik(x−y) G|n g (x)n g (y) |G .
Its average value can be obtained using eq. (S23) and as a result, we get
where n k is the Fourier transform of the density distribution n(x). For a smooth density distribution with variations large compared to the optical wavelength λ, this contribution is strongl suppressed. For example focusing on a Gaussian distribution with width σ, n(x) = N e −x 2 /2σ 2 / √ 2πσ 2 , we get n 2k /N = e −8π 2 σ 2 λ 2 which is exponentially suppressed for λ < σ. Thus, the back scattering is not enhanced and is dominated by the incoherent contribution γ.
